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simatic motion control products can facilitate dynamic pcs
software deployment in the machine. our high quality design
guidelines reduce development time and ease deployment

and maintenance. the products can easily be integrated into
a machine based on universal programming interfaces. our
product portfolio includes drive system programs for drives,

positioners, steppers, fans, elevators, etc., and motion
devices such as slide, press, table, jack, conveyor, etc. our
products are also suitable for manual and plc-based control
systems. products within this area are ideal for the areas of
chemical processing and protection, energy management,

logistics and for machines in hazardous areas such as in the
food and beverage industry. the simatic et 200 is the

smallest model in our product portfolio. it is controlled from
any simatic pcs 7 system and it has a user-friendly operating

interface. the 2014 fifa world cup™ marked the first time
that the fifa world cup™ was hosted by a country outside of

europe. at the time, fifa was still looking for a suitable
location, and many different cities were considered. even

today, the list of candidates keeps growing. during the
construction phase, this summer event is being staged at

russia’s 12 new facilities. these modern and well-constructed
stadiums are awaiting the fifa world cup™ kickoff, which will
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take place this year for the first time ever outside europe.
the matches are already sold out, and we, as one of the
organizers, want to make sure that this year’s fifa world

cup™ in russia is memorable for all participants and visitors.
this means preparations and preparations have to be

extensive.
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the capability of a controller includes its
ability to be programmed and its intelligence.
this also defines the limits of an application.

as a function of the controller, working
memory stores the logic program. on the

other hand, its logic program can be changed
when required. advanced controllers consist
of two basic controllers. they are provided

with 16 or 32 control lines, which are used in
applications that require more complex

operations. the basic controllers are used for
four to eight control lines. the control lines of
the expansion modules can be connected to

both controllers. master controllers are
controllers that are used to control a group of

devices. they can be deployed in fieldbus
networks and also in a network of simatic hmi

panels. the type of a master controller
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depends on the function of the connected
network components. a master controller can

be combined with one, two or three
intermediate controllers. the signal modules

or peripheral modules of the simatic
s7-1500/et200mp form the interface between

the controller and the process. via the
connected sensors, the controller records the

current process status and triggers
corresponding reactions of the actuator. the
digital and analog modules provide exactly
the inputs/outputs that are required for the

respective task. they can be used both
centrally, i.e. directly at the simatic s7-1500
cpu, and decentrally in the simatic et200mp

io system. analog modules possess expanded
functions like oversampling or clock

synchronism. modern machinery and
equipment often involve highly varied and
demanding technical tasks. in cases like

these, its good to know that simatic
technology provides an intelligent solution
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that you can rely on for all challenges
involving motion control, signal

acquisition/output, and closed-loop/pid
control all the way to serial communications.
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